Statistical database

What is STATcube?
STATcube is the statistical database system of Statistics Austria
— a contemporary product characterised by a user–friendly
interface. It enables you to conduct data analyses and create
data reports online in different formats according to your requirements. STATcube is available online at www.statcube.com.

What is a data cube?
Data cube is a term frequently used for the description of data
in a logical structure. Data are arranged as elements of a multi-dimensional cube. These cube dimensions connect the data
and thereby provide easy access.

Which data does STATcube provide?

STATcube covers the whole range of official statistics, including the topics
People & Society
¾¾ Dwellings, buildings
¾¾ Education, culture
¾¾ Health
¾¾ Labour market
¾¾ Population
¾¾ Social statistics
Economy
¾¾ Agriculture and forestry
¾¾ Enterprises
¾¾ Foreign trade
¾¾ Manufacturing and services
¾¾ National Accounts

¾¾ Prices
¾¾ Public finance, taxes
¾¾ Tourism
Energy, Environment, Innovation, Mobility
¾¾ Energy, environment
¾¾ Research and Development
¾¾ Transport
Examples
…for population data:
¾¾ How has the number of over 75 year old women
developed in the district of Mattersburg since 2002?
¾¾ How many lone fathers will there be in 2060?
¾¾ In which Austrian federal state do the most people
born in South America live?
¾¾ Where in Austria was the highest number of twin
births registered last year?
¾¾ How many couples with the wife older than the husband by more than ten years have married in 1980?
…for economic data:
¾¾ Which Austrian federal state had the highest gross
regional product in 2004?
¾¾ How did the consumer prices for books, fruit or rents
develop in the last two years?
¾¾ How many Finnish guests spent holidays in Carinthia
last year?
¾¾ Did Tyrol have more overnight visitors in the winter
or summer season 1975?
¾¾ Where in Austria are the most campsites, operated
mountain shelters, or 5/4–star hotels?

Why a subscription?
A subscription provides access to more detailed data and additional features not available with the free guest access. As a
subscriber, you will also be able to store queries on your computer as you may want to process them again later on.
Guest access can be used to assess whether the purchase of
a subscription is worthwhile. The database includes features
which can only be fully accessed by subscribers (labelled with
the tag [partly ABO]) and other features only accessible to subscribers (labelled with the tag [ABO]; see chart). Please note:
the abbreviation “ABO” stands for the German translation of
the term “subscription ”.

Types of subscription and prices
You can choose between three different subscription options:
14 days subscription
Validity of 14 days (starting with the day when
subscription is activated) and 100.000 values
Price: € 50,3 month subscription
Validity of 92 days (starting with the day when
subscription is activated) and 1.5 million values
Price: € 250,12 month subscription
Validity of 366 days (starting with the day when
subscription is activated) and 6 million values
Price: € 800,-

Ordering and payment
On www.statcube.com /Subscription/ Order you will find the
order form. Additionally, a PDF document titled “4 easy steps
to subscribe” is available in the subdirectory “subscription”.
This document assists you with a step by step guide on how
to subscribe.
We offer payment by credit cards and bank transfer.

Activating and validity
After the purchase of a subscription you will receive the activation key per email. To activate the subscription you have to

redeem the activation key from the email of the respective subscription within one year.
During the period of validity you may access STATcube as often
as you want, according to the time and quantitative consumption restrictions included in the conditions of use.
The STATcube initial screen will keep you informed about subscription validity and consumption (in percent of your contingent). Before your subscription expires you will be reminded by
e-mail, and additionally, the STATcube initial screen will refer
to it in the column “validity”.

Renewal of a subscription
The subscription will not be renewed automatically. As soon as
your current subscription is about to expire you will be informed, in order to allow you a timely purchase and activation of
a new subscription.

Residual data quantities in case of expired subscriptions
If you wish to extend your subscription, please pay attention:
¾¾ If you activate the newly purchased subscription
while your old subscription is still valid, a potentially
remaining residual data quantity will be transferred
to the new subscription.
¾¾ If you activate the newly purchased subscription
after the old one has expired, the residual data quantity of the expired subscription is lost.

Support
On www.statcube.com further information and support regarding the following topics is provided:
¾¾ Help, FAQs, Contact — important notes on the use
of STATcube, system requirements, FAQs (Frequently
asked questions) and technical support
¾¾ Subscription — client information on STATcube, conditions of use, online order form, PDF document “4
easy steps to subscribe”, link to registration (after
having successfully purchased a subscription)

Contact
Our technical support is at your disposal for your inquiries:
E-Mail: STATcube.helpdesk@statistik.gv.at
Telefon: +43 (1) 71128-7378
www.statcube.com

